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Summary 6/19/16-May 2017

This blogsite is supposed to be about God’s perspective, the loss of the whole Creation here’s meaning. 7/29/16

(June 9th I guess this was, everything messed up. because of my bizarre personal problems with this
homelessness situation, and I can’t seem to get away from that and onto the real subject-set of God’s loss and
God’s view and the homeless is just interference.-) Things are so bad being homeless like this here again that this
site is losing track of its purpose, that I’m really serious that the Universe is going to be losing this only biological
planet that had been expected to keep growing, and then bringing biology out to the other planets from here, and
instead we’re in this sadism-disaster, and I know about this because the system has me at the bottom of how
they’re sneaking through those threats at that back of the Bibles in that Revelation book with its Armageddon
threat, that the system uses me as a LURE to trick normal people to their deaths for the petroleum and meat and
narcotics industries, — and I don’t have time now to do anything, just using this lately for sending scanned
illustrations from library books is all I’ve got time for and have to sign off even now too even. I’ll do this again as
soon as I get a chance.

6/12/16, Sunday, nothing interesting or useful except that I staved off another attack of the deathly “slug-
pneumonia” by recalling to gargle with salt water plus I took extra of the Claritin/Loratadine that’s the only pills
that work against the growth of those slug-pieces inside my lungs; I’ve had this over 70 times here and I’m sure it’s
part of the petroleum industries ways and means. Tuesday I’m going to DCHA to ask if we can do something to
assist me with that the housing I’d like won’t be ready till October; otherwise I’ll be stranded with having to be
grateful for anything that will get me rented downtown here where this “Armageddon Show,” Armageddon-
making free sneak-entertainment horror all off of me has me near-totally surrounded now. – 30 –

6/19, Sunday, things just getting Armageddon-worse and worse for me, stranded totally alone with tourist season
now all over me again. – 30 –

6/24, Friday,  – Be careful, this is really a Petroleum-LURE they’re doing off of me, primarily, turning people into
black gunk for gasoline and home-heating and plastics use, please, I have no responsibly-behaving adult anywhere
as I’ve been alone with all this for so many years and all the same patterns are being pulled off as I’m trying to
make the few personal dollars income for myself out here and I’m underneath ineffable torture. – 30 –

8/10/16, this is being one of the worst days and I have no one to talk with about anything. None of these people is
acknowledging any of my letters on this housing-horror situation with the voucher about to expire on the 27th
unless someone assists me and none of them has responded to my letters and then on 8/8 in the evening I finally
got off a five-page scanned email to this Maryland State Prosecutor for that car accident explaining some of the
reasons I should have some sort of witness protection but i ran out of time but five pages is alot of this horror and
she hasn’t sent any acknowledgment of receipt yet, then, I finally got out to Georgetown University’s library to
check on some book that’d turned out to be mostly a dud as usual but while I was there I came across a mention
that Wilhelm and Alexander von Humboldt’s mother’s maiden name was Colomb, so where do you think the
name Colombia even came from? They named the area that for the maternal family side and I can’t yet get any
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further information on that yet, reading that they were Huguenot glass-makers from southern France, i forget east
or west yet, but that’s alot of more to this, to that Bolivar, Simon must have been from that family!

8/16/16 — It’s hysterical-making all over me. There’s no one to talk to and just all kinds of things to make me
upset.

9/1/16 — It’s like all just down the tubes, these LURE monsters’ pursuing me to cause me to lose my freedom and
health after all these years of these same torture tricks. Their next “holiday” off of me has already been going on
since last night, nonstop barrage of garbage at me makes their entertainment. Now they’ve got this library wildly
flashing fire-warning emergency lights and everybody like this isn’t happening. (at the Rosedale branch.)

9/14/16, wednesday, 3pm, and now these monsters called the police to i.d.-card check me as I was emailing to the
main office of the insurance company of the guy who’d car-hit me last November as I’m just always alone here and
none of the legal people are responding to my letters and this “Armageddon-exhibition” LURE off of me’s torture
is deteriorating me with winter coming up and I know that I’ll be stuck way out at this Catholic Charities shelter by
this big sports stadium and every moment is horrifying and increasingly so and it was so bad I couldn’t even get to
the library yesterday to try to see about this “sound barrier” business, which I believe was really the seal around
the atmosphere of the ozone layer’s being busted through and will by itself lead to the end of the Earth as these
turds die off after having killed all the normal people. This cop’s name is A. Vincent and the policeman in
Maryland that was allegedly at the 11/19/15 accident site’s name is Vincent Chan and this not getting settled is
said to be because he had to re-word the charge and that was back last April and in the meantime this is all
inhuman torture all over me, now getting intimidated at this only still-pleasant place I even know of, that it had
been, but everything is so anonymous in this “Brave New” cannibals’ “World” that the people who work here all
seem like transients and they pulled a story that they have a picture that says — anyway, summarizing, everything
is as horrible as usual for me out here and getting worse as I don’t want to be stuck in this horrifying LURE
location over the winter, and I’m constantly getting new evidence for all these things I’m always trying to explain,
23 years of repeating these same simple obvious thing about the global-parasitism is going to rot away the planet,
etc., as they’re still trying to make me nervous, like spreading that onus onto the papers I was having to try to get
to this Cincinnati Finance/Insurance Company just now. These BNW people I never know what they’re going to
pull on me next.

9/24/16, Saturday, the “show” is like unprovable wild animals after me today, just getting worse and worse.

11/19/16, Saturday, I’m a wreck and maybe trying to think for awhile. I ran out of the “jotto” paper and just walk
around with all this crap in my head while being tortured the same as usual only everything’s step-by-step worse
all the time, and I can’t live through this cold weather that’s coming up soon anymore. The car-hit was a year ago
today and it occurred to me that there’s some statute of limitations on a police report’s being made and there was
no police report because this was a “magic” mob-hit onto me, like Lucky Luciano’s being taken to that warehouse
on Staten Island or whatever, and that was just before that “Great Depression” stock-market crash so I’m trying to
be careful and all but this is just viciousness all over me and they’re like laying in wait for the weather to turn and
will attack me then. I did a copy-machine scan but realize now that I didn’t cover anything specific enough for this
Mr. Botticelli/national drug policy office, that the scanned 43 pages are just this Maryland business with a few
extra pages on the fraud-parent and Gerald Shur businesses, no direct writing to the national drug people, which I
ought to get done today, so that’s why I’m trying to think, focus on that aspect of it for trying to get me protective
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custody of some kind, as this shelter gets worse all the time, this “Armageddon-making Show” cast and crew all
the time problem I’ve had all these years, same old, same old.

20 May 2017, the animals are multi-terrorizing me, strains of these brain-damaged brain eaters all over me
increasingly, now they’ve got me like more-prisoner in this business with that I’d finally gotten a library card for
this Washington DC horror-place on account of I have to be here for next month’s $40-a-day jury duty for maybe
2 weeks and then to wait for the check for that so I couldn’t keep coming to these branch libraries and using these
15-minute “Express” computers like this is now because they’ve been nonstop-horrifying me and then I walked in
here and the retarded animals did a trick-set with these mass-reproduced copies of that fraud-parent-horror, and
this goes on and on with all the horrors being sneak-perpetrated off of myself in order to sneak that book of
Revelation through to the retards’ world-ownership alone with the planet all quiet then they figure, for starting
everything over, etc., that I’ve been re-explaining for around 20 years now, then I walk into this goony-place
library and there’s this fraud-parent face and some cohort doing a voice-trick like I’m then sitting down in some
competition over what the truth is, me typing to myself here or what the Armageddon Program is doing
underneath-world here. It goes on and on, one horror I have no one to speak with about after another. I got
bogged down back when that Line of Demarcation in 1492 came up, then too many facts and occurrences out here
to be able to keep up with. My reading quit back when I skimmed those 3 Pearl Bailey memoirs  a month or 2 ago
and this new neurology business is like an impossible subject between or amongst that it’s too-exciting for the
brain-collecting brain-eaters like do this Armageddon Program and that it’s so covered-up about that it’d take like
200 books before enough “evidence” could be gathered to “prove” the obvious. I’m going to be trying to do
something I saw on here yesterday — it’s gone, and I’d even found it again this morning. Here’s something
relevant considering that it’s just the garbage I go through out here

— 5/18/17, Thursday night I guess, this regular “girl” in the shelter room wasn’t there, a real peculiar role or what
I don’t know and there was gossip that both police and ambulance had taken her away or what I didn’t care, I
asked that if it’s vacant or she wants to switch when she gets back that I’d like to move to her bed and so I did but
that’s against all the “superstition” that that’s “following” like in the footsteps of someone who went to one of these
psychiatric lock-ups. I am in such bad health that her bed is a little closer to air circulation than the bed I’m in and
I can’t do anything about all the superstitions there are all over the place I just have to have the more air so I can
breathe because that place is a death-house and I don’t want to die and there isn’t any reason why I should be so
sickly, I’ve been constantly bombarded with ill-health and ill-health curses, etc., so I requested and got this bed
that this really stranger girl had been in and all the “Armageddon Program” types were in there gossiping about
the girl and what had allegedly happened to her and it’s like here lie-script, something the system-people do all
the time, they just stand and yak and they’re yakking fiction-lies that suit the Armageddon that might or might not
have any connection to reality but once these things yak crap they think it’s the same as that it’s reality. That’s how
it works with that 1492 Line of Demarcation too and anything else the Autist brain damaged people want to think.
I’m jotting this because they think my moving into that girl’s bed is following in her footsteps and that’s really
scary for me considering that I’m surrounded by hundreds of these Armageddon orcs or thousands of them. There
was one day in NYC when it’d seemed like the system must have alerted about a million people to watch out for
and try to “veer-to” to make my day difficult and miserable and impossible to get through, trying to do that
ridiculous public transportation-using home health aide temporary work I was trying to do, sent out to two and
three different locations all over different parts of New York some days, seemed like hordes of people were
heading for me one day so much that maybe there were a million undergrounders with the spare time to head out
my way too. All that system-power against me all the time and they’ve been doing all these superstition-rituals
every day for a year now for me to be unable to “contact” assistance and now I’ve switched about five feet from this
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horror-bed I’ve been in to the one of this strange girl. I have no idea what that girl’s role is/was. They peremptorily
said, oh she’s not coming back but not in a nice way at all, like she was a nothing and is gone with no explanation
now. She was so peculiar I wonder whether she was a “combo-bombo” of what would happen if you “crossed” the
ovae-egg of my fraud-paternal-grandmother with the ejaculate of my fraud-maternal-grandfather, who by the way
I don’t know where he came from but it might have been Cardinal Gibbons or it might have been that neurologist
Purkinje, and this odd girl did nothing but sit around for this past about ten months. I think I only heard her talk
one time and she sounded normal. She wore the same peculiar outfit for day and one for night and she seemed to
have a gimmick with her belongings’ being like a pirate’s trunk, but the big thing was that every morning she
would jump out of bed and get into one of the two regular bathroom stalls and hog it for at least twenty minutes
while she changed clothes and nobody from the staff ever told her to quit doing that. She did it in the evening too
but the thing is that you wake up and have to go toilet and if she gets in there before you then you just stand on
some line that’s forming, every day then same horror-routine except that somehow about two months ago she
started having the decency to wake up before the lights go on at five a.m. and she’d be finished without me
walking in and finding a line to stand and wait on while the Armageddon Program regulars would run routines
that would make me nuts. The thing is though that it started to irk me that she’d get dressed for the day in there
and then sit on her trunk and I’d be a few feet away now getting dressed “in front of” her who made such a big deal
that nobody’d see her changing clothes twice a day. What is she so scared is going to happen if anyone sees you
changing clothes and doing your hair, and then there I was with — I won’t go in and hog a toilet stall to get dressed
in because there are only 2 stalls and there are lots of females all trying to get ready. So the girl was/is peculiar
and is obviously somehow Armageddon Program/Armageddon-making Program relevant. The fraud-maternal
grandfather was some big Catholic-regular. Here’s a connection that’s bizarre also. He’d had a wart on the left side
of his nose like it looked like the former president Obama has or had had, the same location and type of a wart.
There are so many fraud-family-connected-seeming people around that I’d honestly have to keep it in mind that
maybe that’s where Obama might have come from and I can’t even figure where that fraud-grandfather’s
background might have been except maybe that small-sized Cardinal Gibbons perhaps, them then having the
same last name. It was trying to figure how to prevent Obama’s getting trick-blamed for all this holocausting that
had led to me finding that “French Connection” photo. In 2005 I’d come across evidence that the Autism was
hallucinogen and then brain-hallucinogen connected and then I realized that “brain-eating” was what was so
peculiar about the fraud-parent and then in 2014 I found the “French Connection” photo and saw that that brain-
eating wasn’t a personal so much as an employment-level thing with the fraud-parent, some industrial- or work-
level involvement, obtaining, trafficking, I didn’t know what, but from 2006 to 2014 I’d been aware he was some
sort of a user or had been but 2014 that he was in the business or had been, that there’s a big difference between
being a user and being in the business. When I was in the hospital from the car-hit something peculiar-bad had
happened and I’m not sure, doubly not sure, about my safety in being so candid about all what I’m doing and I
don’t have a secure address here that I wouldn’t want someone in or even retired from the “business” of brain-
narcotic trafficking to have the address of the peculiar address that I’ve only got, I don’t have any safe address and
wouldn’t want the 2 “peculiar” parties to be in contact through me, so that that isn’t a safe address to be writing to
me at and contact has been nilled-out I guess because there’s never any email and I don’t have a cell phone. I
could/should get one but it’s been so difficult to try to organize. The Montgomery County Coalition for the
Homeless had given me gift cards for that 2015 holiday-season and I’ve still got the one for Amazon. It’s either one
$25 card or 2 $25 cards, I don’t know which till I try to use them, but I haven’t had enough time using a computer
and for me to make a big decision on what to buy takes me a long time, and then there isn’t a good address and it
looks like postage and handling have to be covered and that it takes 8 days for delivery, so all that’s made it
inconvenient, but I really want some sort of a camera that I could upload pictures onto here so I could run go get a
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picture of that picture of Pearl Bailey and her husband, a Cultural Tourism DC signboard at M and 4th Streets,
NW here, so “you” could see that her husband looks just like the “Mr. Fuca,” Tony Fuca, in the “French
Connection” photo, looks just like Lenny Bruce. I’m thinking they might come from the Pehriska-Ruhpa Indian
I’ve got a couple of pictures of on here in the posts, #207 and 214. Alot of people might have come from him, like
JD Rockefeller’s partner Henry Flagler or High Hefner or Phineas Gage or Chuck Yeager, they might all be
descended from him, his ancestry snuck over to here from Siber-Mongolia via the Arctic Sea route and before that
from Paleo-Americans’ first errant trip over Beringia, the original “hole” in the brain from the accidental laying
down of newborn/s in the snow.
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